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In DyNi5, the muon localizes at the 6i ~1/2,0,0.1! interstitial site and below;80 K a second muon site
becomes populated, the metastable 6ring site. We determine the mean residence time of the muon in this ring
site and analyze its temperature dependence with a multiphonon quantum diffusion process. The coincidence
energy is measured to beEa /kB5400~20! K and the tunneling matrix elementJ50.21~7! meV. A comparison
with GdNi5 gives insight in the muon potential well scheme in these compounds. We attribute the large
diversity of muon sites inRNi5 series, whereR is a rare earth element, to the relatively low density of states
at the Fermi level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, an interesting muon hopping feature w
discovered in GdNi5

1–3. At low temperatures the muon oc
cupies two different sites of which one consists of a ring
six equivalent sites that are all occupied by the muon wit
the time scale of muon spectroscopy, that is 1029 s. As the
temperature is raised this muon ring site becomes unst
(T.40 K) and the muon hops to the second and prefer
muon site. At elevated temperatures (T.80 K) only this lat-
ter site is occupied by the muon. The muon sites are ide
fied as the 6ring @~0,0.225,1/2! or ~0.13,0.26,1/2!# and the 3f
~1/2,0,0! site, respectively. The muon hopping from the 6ring
to the 3f site has been successfully described by an inco
ent multiphonon tunneling process, where a large numbe
phonons are involved in the deformation of the muon s
roundings allowing the muon to tunnel through the ene
barrier that is separating both sites. Clear indications e
that this phenomenon also occurs in the isostructural c
pounds DyNi5 , ErNi5, and TbNi5.1

The formation of a muon ring site has also been obser
in the structurally related UNi2Al3 ~Ref. 4! and is suspected
in the superconductor MgB2.5 In addition, this phenomenon
has recently been observed in CeAl2, which crystalizes in the
C15 Laves phase structure.6

The muon sites observed in theRNi5 series (R is a rare
earth element! are diverse as is summarized in Table I. It
remarkable that no systematic trend across theR series is
observed and that various 6i and 3f sites are seen.
0163-1829/2003/67~1!/014303~10!/$20.00 67 0143
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In this paper we report on the muon site determination
DyNi5. Muon hopping is unambiguously present and an
lyzed within the framework of incoherent multiphonon tu
neling. A comparison with the results obtained previously
GdNi5 demonstrates certain characteristics of the muon
calization behavior and we discuss the irregular localizat
behavior of the muon across theRNi5 series.

DyNi5 crystallizes in the hexagonal CaCu5 structure~see
Fig. 1!. Its magnetic properties are well described by crys
electric field theory. DyNi5 is a planar ferrimagnet (TC
512 K) with ferromagnetically aligned Dy moments.
small moment of 0.39mB is induced in the Ni 3d sublattice
and the exchange coupling between the Dy and Ni mome
is strong and negative.8 At 2 K the Dy moments equal 8.9mB

and are aligned along theā axis, that is the hexagonalb axis.
At 6 K a moment reorientation has been observed and tha
axis becomes the easy axis.12 The crystal field induced an
isotropy is large and present up to room temperature.8,13

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A single crystal of DyNi5 was prepared by the Czochra
ski method in Amsterdam from starting materials of at le
99.99% purity. The sample has been cut into a spher
shape~diameter of 4.5 mm! with spark erosion and has bee
oriented using x-ray Laue diffraction with either theā or c
axis parallel to the rotation axis of the sample holder.

The susceptibility of the spherical sample has been de
mined with a SQUID magnetometer at Melbourne for t
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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TABLE I. Material parameters and muon sites inRNi5 compounds. Lattice parametersa and c are all
taken from Ref. 7. The 4f shell electronic configuration is given for each rare earthR. MR and MNi are,
respectively, theR and Ni magnetic moments.TC is the Curie temperature. The magnetic properties are ta
from Ref. 8, and references therein. Muon sites indicated with an asterisk are determined in this pap
location of the various muon sites see Fig. 1.

MR MNi Easy TC

R ion a c/a (mB) (mB) axis ~K! Muon site~s!

La 4f 0 5.014 0.794 0 0 3f or 6i * ( 1
2 ,0,0) ~Ref. 9! or ( 1

2 ,0,z) with z<0.21*
Pr 4f 2 4.957 0.803 0 0 6i ( 1

2 ,0,0.21) ~Ref. 10!
Gd 4f 7 4.906 0.808 7.0 0.16 c 32 3f and 6ring ( 1

2 ,0,0) 1 ring site forT,80 K ~Ref. 3!
Tb 4f 8 4.894 0.810 7.9 0.088 a 23 ? and 6ring* two sites below;60 K ~Ref. 11!
Dy 4 f 9 4.872 0.815 8.9 0.078 b 12 6i * and 6ring* ( 1

2 ,0,0.1)1ring site forT,80 K
Er 4f 11 4.858 0.816 9.0 0.076 c 9 3f and ? ( 1

2 ,0,0) for T.100 K ~Ref. 8!
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three crystallographic directions. Additionally, magnetizati
curves have been obtained between 2 and 14 K with
crystallographica and ā direction of the crystal parallel to
the external field. Them1SR transverse field~TF! measure-
ments took place at the GPS beam line at the Paul Sch
Institute ~PSI!. All TF mSR spectra were taken withBext
50.6 T at temperatures between 15 and 270 K with tha
andc axes parallel to the external field. In addition angu
scans in theaā plane andac plane have been taken. Zero
field spectra were also recorded in the ordered phase.
spectra show a small background due to muons stoppin
the copper sample holder. This background signal is inclu
in all fitting procedures.

III. BACKGROUND

The muon, which is a spin12 particle, localizes at an in
terstitial site in the host crystal lattice. If locally a magne
inductionBloc is present the muon spin will precess with
angular frequencyv5gmBloc , wheregm is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the muon,gm5851.6 Mrad s21 T21. The origin of
Bloc can be either the magnetic ordering of the host atom

FIG. 1. Unit cell of DyNi5 ~hexagonal crystal structure, spac
group P6/mmm, lattice parametersa54.872 Å andc53.956 Å).
The muon localizes at the 6i site in the whole temperature rang
and also below;80 K in either the 6m ~0.13,0.26,12 ) or 6k
~0.225,0,12 ) sites. The muon occupies all latter six sites within t
time range of the experiment. Similar work on UNi2Al3 ~Ref. 4!
suggests that the muon forms an extended localized ring-sh
orbit. We refer to this site as the 6ring site.
01430
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due to an external field. In the latter case, the external fi
polarizes the electrons of the host and the muon spin ex
riences the sum of both fields. We consider DyNi5 in its
paramagnetic state and briefly summarize the experime
background. For a detailed description of this method see
example Refs. 15 and 16.

The relative shift in muon precession frequencyKa

5(Bloc
a 2Bext)/Bext along thea direction is generally written

as

Ka5K0
a1K4 f

a , ~1!

whereK0
a is due to the Pauli paramagnetism of the itinera

electrons. It is small and commonly supposed to be temp
ture independent. The coupling between the 4f moments in
the host and the muon at its interstitial site is largely
dipolar origin. In addition to this the muon experiences
nearest neighbor 4f moments via the exchange interactio
that polarizes the conduction electrons

K4 f
a 5~Adip

aa1Acon!x4 f
a ~2!

with

Adip
ag5

1

4p (
i

LS

Di
ag ,

where

Di
ag5vcS 3r i

ar i
g

r i
5

2
dag

r i
3 D . ~3!

x4 f is the 4f susceptibility which is approximately equal t
the bulk susceptibility.Adip

ag is the sum of the dipolar interac
tion between the muon spin and the 4f moments restricted to
atoms inside a Lorentz sphere.r i is the vector distance be
tween the muon and atomi, vc is the volume of the crystal-
lographic unit cell, anddag the Kronecker symbol. The con
tact interactionAcon is understood to be isotropic and on
the nearest-neighbor moments of the muon contribute to

As the experiment has been performed on a spher
crystal, the Lorentz field and the demagnetization field at
ed
3-2
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MUON LOCATION AND MUON DYNAMICS IN DyNi 5 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014303 ~2003!
muon site cancel each other. The dipolar coupling tensorAdip
depends strongly on the coordinates of the muon interst
site and its experimental determination establishes the m
location site in the compound under study. The trace of
dipolar coupling tensor equals zero.

In the magnetically ordered state of a magnet a sponta
ous muon precession frequency is commonly observed
this case, in the absence of an external field, the preces
frequency can be written

v~T,TC!5gmm0US Adip1Acon1
1

3
I DM4 fU, ~4!

where 1
3 I accounts for the Lorentz field andI is the unit

tensor.

IV. RESULTS

A. Muon sites in DyNi5

All muon spectra have initially been analyzed with

aPX
a~ t !5(

i 51

n

(
j 51

mi

ai , jexp~2l i , j
a t !cos~v i , j

a t1f!, ~5!

wheren equals the number of crystallographic sites~labeled
by i ) for the muon andmi the multiplicity of these sites.a is
a parameter depending on the experimental conditionsa
.0.2 for the present experiment! and ai , j the initial asym-
metry of componenti , j . ( jai , j /a is therefore the fraction o
muons at muon sitei. f accounts for the angle between th
initial muon spin and the detectors.v i , j

a andl i , j
a are, respec-

tively, the average pulsation of precession and the damp
rate caused by the depolarization of the muon spin ensem
due to magnetic interactions with its host. They depend
the muon site as well as the orientationa of the external
field. In the case of DyNi5 the total number of observe
precession frequencies is either 1, 2, or 3 depending on
orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the exter
field.

In this section we present the results of the analysis us
Eq. ~5! over the whole temperature range. We focus here
the determination of the muon sites. We will show that in t
temperature range 40–80 K the observed signal is influen
by the presence of the muon in two different crystallograp
sites. In this temperature interval, Eq.~5! allows only for an
ad hocfit. The proper physical fit will be given in Sec. IV B
In Figs. 2 and 3 the frequency shifts have been plotted
function of the sample susceptibilities forBextic andBextia,
respectively. The data points between 40 and 80 K have b
omitted from the figures.

First we discuss the results taken withBextic presented in
Fig. 2. A single signal is observed at all temperatures bu
xc;0.0137~corresponding toT580 K) its frequency shift
changes from negative to positive. This indicates that
muon site observed below 80 K is different from the mu
site observed above 80 K. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are
with Eq. ~2! for the low- and high-temperature sites, respe
tively. We find that K050 for the high temperature sit
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within experimental error. The deduced coupling tensor e
ments for the high as well as the low temperature signal
given in Table II.

Figure 4 shows the initial asymmetry and damping rate
the signals plotted as function of temperature. A transition
clearly visible: about half of the total asymmetry is lost b
low ;80 K and the damping rate reaches a maximum at
temperature. Both can be understood if the damping rat

FIG. 2. Frequency shiftKc observed withBextic axis plotted as
function of the sample susceptibility along that direction. Values
the temperature region between 40 and 80 K have been omi
Muon precession frequencies are deduced from themSR spectra
with Eq. ~5!. Two signals are visible, one is observed at high te
perature (n) the other (d) at low temperature. The solid lines ar
fits with Eq.~2!. The slopes of the lines correspond toAdip

cc 1Acon for
each muon signal. A susceptibility independent Knight shift, as
data of the low temperature site suggest, does not lead to a co
tent interpretation of the data.

FIG. 3. Same caption as Fig. 2 but data taken withBextia axis.
The insert shows the full scale, the main graph the details of
high-temperature signals. Three signals are observed, two at
temperature (n and ,) the third (d) at low temperature. The
slopes of the lines corresponds toAdip

aa1Acon for each muon signal.
Values in the temperature region between 40 and 80 K have b
omitted. The fourn at x.0.035 have been excluded from the fit a
their inclusion lead to inconsistency in determination of the co
pling tensor.
3-3
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A. M. MULDERS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014303 ~2003!
the high-temperature site increases so much when the
perature approaches 80 K from above that the correspon
precessing signal is no more observed below that temp
ture. The increase of the damping rate is due to the slow
down of the Dy magnetic moments fluctuations. This is co
sistent with the increase in zero field damping rate obser
between 300 and 100 K.14 Below 80 K a second site is popu
lated. However the coupling of the muon spin with the D
moment fluctuations is different from that of the site abo
80 K so that the corresponding damping rate remains m
erate. This difference in coupling is not surprising since
fluctuations of the Dy moments are expected to be an
tropic. Consequently, although the high-temperature sit
still occupied below 80 K, its frequency is not observed b
cause the damping rate is too high (l i.40 MHz) and the
signal disappears from the spectrum.

This interpretation is confirmed by the measureme
taken with the external field along thea axis. Figure 3 shows
two precession signals at high temperature~i.e., low suscep-
tibility ! that can be attributed to one muon site, and a sin

TABLE II. Experimental coupling parameters of the muon sit
observed in DyNi5 compared to the calculated values. For sites w
a multiplicity larger than one, the coupling parameters for the ot
sites can be obtained via rotation of this coupling tensor. The va
for Adip

aa of the so-called 6ring site correspond to the average of th
respectiveAdip

aa values over the six equivalent 6m and 6k sites. The
experimental values are obtained from the slopes in Figs. 2 an

Equation ~6! is used to determineAdip
āā of the high-temperature

muon site. The angular independent signal in Fig. 6 shows

Adip
aa5Adip

āā for the low-temperature site. We identify the low- an

high-temperature muon sites as the 6ring and 6i ( 1
2 ,0,0.1) sites.

aa aa āā cc

Experimental

T.80 K,Adip
aa1Acon 1.229~74! 20.723(69) 20.897(20)

Acon 20.130(54) 20.130(54) 20.130(54)
Adip

aa 1.359~128! 20.593(123) 20.767(74)

T,80 K,Adip
aa1Acon 20.818(16) 20.818(16) 1.083(47)

Acon 20.184(29) 20.184(29) 20.184(29)
Adip

aa 20.634(49) 20.634(49) 1.267~76!

CalculatedAdip
aa

3 f ( 1
2 ,0,0! 1.558 20.750 20.807

6i ( 1
2 ,0,0.1! 1.432 20.729 20.702

6i ( 1
2 ,0,0.21! 1.090 20.668 20.411

1b ~0,0,12 ) 21.602 21.602 3.204
6 j ~0.4,0,0! 2.035 21.002 21.032
12n ~0.496,0,0.088! 1.460 20.733 20.725

2d ( 1
3 , 2

3 , 1
2 ) 0.007 0.007 20.012

4h ( 1
3 , 2

3 ,0.2! 0.214 0.214 20.427

6m ~0.13,0.26,12 ) 21.049 20.263 1.313

6k ~0.225,0,12 ) 20.263 21.049 1.313
6ring 20.656 20.656 1.313
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precession frequency at low temperature that originates f
a second and different muon site. In Fig. 5 the change
muon site is visible in the damping rates and asymmetrie
the signals. At high temperature (T.80 K) the asymmetry
ratio between the two signals equals 1:2. An angular sca
theaā plane has shown that there are in fact three signal
equal asymmetry of which two coincide along thea as well
as theā axis. Accordingly this muon site has a multiplicity o
3, 6, or 12. If the position vector of the muon site inclines
anglew with thea axis, a rotation of the dipolar tensor give

Adip
aa~w!5Adip

aacos2w1Adip
āāsin2w. ~6!

Here we have setxa5x ā as is the case for DyNi5. We iden-
tify the positive coupling in Fig. 3 withw50° and the nega-
tive one with w560° and 120°. The deduced values f

Adip
aa1Acon and Adip

āā1Acon are given in Table II. The low-
temperature site shows a constant single frequency when

tated in theaā plane~see Fig. 6! and thereforeAdip
aa5Adip

āā for
this muon site.

The increase in damping rate of the low temperature
above;30 K indicates that this muon site is unstable. T
muon resides for a while at the low temperature site befor

r
es

3.

at

FIG. 4. Initial asymmetry and damping rates of the muon p
cession signals displayed in Fig. 2. Above 80 K, only site 6i is
populated. Below 40 K both sites 6ring and 6i are populated by the
muon but the signal arising from site 6i is invisible. The symbol
convention is that of Fig. 2. In the temperature range 40–80 K
muon hops from the 6ring to the 6i site during its lifetime: the fit
with Eq. ~5! is an ad hoc fit~gray filled circle symbols!. The dashed
lines are guides to the eyes. Note that the asymmetry below 40
about half of the high-temperature value.
3-4
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MUON LOCATION AND MUON DYNAMICS IN DyNi 5 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014303 ~2003!
hops to a second preferred muon site. As a consequenc
population of the low temperature signal decreases before
muon decays. Since the muon precession signal has
analyzed with Eq.~5! this results in an enhanced dampin
rate although it reflects a decrease in population. Below 3
the increase in damping rate~Fig. 5! corresponds to the slow
ing down of the Dy moments.

FIG. 5. Initial asymmetry and damping rates of the muon p
cession signals displayed in Fig. 3. For the temperatures above
where two components are necessary, an initial fit gave the rela
values for the asymmetry in the ratio 2:1. The final fit was p
formed with this ratio fixed. Note that half of the total asymmetry
lost below;50 K. The symbol convention is similar to that of Fig
3. In addition we have used gray filled circles and1 and3 sym-
bols for the points where the ad hoc fit requires, respectively,
and two components.

FIG. 6. Frequency shift observed withBext aligned in theaā
plane of the sample atT525 K. The signal shows no angular de

pendency andAdip
aa5Adip

āā .
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Zero field measurements performed in the ordered stat
DyNi5 show a single spontaneous precession frequency~Fig.
7!. Its temperature dependence is similar to that of the Dy5
moment obtained from magnetization curves. Small va
tions can possibly be attributed to a difference in sensitiv
with respect to the Ni moments. Yet, the magnetic order
the Ni sublattice is believed to be induced by the Dy ma
netic moments and expected to show the same tempera
dependence.

The observation of single muon signal is consistent w
the low temperature Knight Shift data and contrasts the
sults obtained in GdNi5 where in fact both muon sites ar
visible.1 We note that the moment reorientation that occurs
DyNi5 in the aā plane at 6 K~Ref. 12! does not change the
muon precession frequency. This is expected for a muon

with axial symmetry (Adip
aa5Adip

āā). At 2.7 K the precession
frequency equals 89.5~3! MHz. The ordered Dy moments ar
aligned along theā axis with a magnitude of 8.9mB ~Refs. 8

and 17! and with Eq. ~4! we get Adip
āā1Acon520.851(2)

where we have assumedM4 f to be antiparallel toBloc , as
usual. This is almost equal to the value that follows from t
Knight Shift measurements in the paramagnetic state of
magnet taking into account the experimental error. We n
that the experimental uncertainties in the Knight Shift me
surements are much larger than those of the measuremen
the ordered state. For the latter however the magnitude o
rare earth moment is not always determined accurately.

The hyperfine and dipolar contribution to the couplin
between the muon spin and the Dy magnetic moments
separated using the fact thatAdip is a traceless tensor. Th
experimental values forAdip

aa andAcon are given in Table II.
From the values calculated for different sites we identify t
high-temperature site as site 6i ~1/2,0,0.1!. We note that the
x and y coordinates of this site are well defined becaus
small deviation changes the symmetry of this site. Variat

-
K

ve
-

e

FIG. 7. Spontaneous muon spin precession frequency in Dy5

as a function of temperature compared to the spontaneous D5

moment. The latter has been obtained via linear extrapolation

magnetization curves taken with the external field parallel toā and

plotted asM2 vs H/M ~Arrot plots!. The anisotropy in theaā plane
is smaller than the lowest field considered and therefore we do
observe the moment reorientation at 6 K. The precession signa
the second muon site is not observed because of its high dam
rate.
3-5
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A. M. MULDERS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014303 ~2003!
of thez coordinate is possible without altering the symmet
Consequently there is an uncertainty in the determination
z coordinate of the 6i site.

The low-temperature site shows uniaxial symmetry. T
interstitial sites with such a symmetry~0,0,x) and~1/3,2/3,x)
show a strong and a weak dipolar coupling with the
moments respectively. The experimental value is in betw
those values and the low-temperature muon site canno
identified as such.

The dipolar coupling Adip
cc for the 6m and 6k sites corre-

sponds to the experimental value. However, muons locate
one of these two sites, give rise to three frequencies in Fig
If the muon on the other hand occupies all six ring si
within the time scale of the experiment, an average is
tained that shows axial symmetry. The experimental val

for Adip
aa and Adip

āā correspond to this average. As in GdN5

~Ref. 1! we identify the low-temperature site as the 6ring site.
Both 6ring and 6i sites are approximately equally pop

lated below 50 K. This is shown by the loss of a factor; 2
in the total asymmetry at low temperature compared to
high-temperature value~see Figs. 4 and 5!. The 6ring site is
identical to the low temperature site observed in GdNi5. The
6i site is localized just above or below the 3f site which is
the stable site in GdNi5 ~see Fig. 1!.

As the distance between two adjacent 6i sites~along thec
axis! is small, in fact smaller than the distance between t
adjacent 6ring sites, it is likely that the muon hops betwee
two 6i sites at high speed~or forms a delocalized dumbbe
state! just as it does at the 6ring site. Experimentally we can
-

tio

ts
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not distinguish if the muon is localized at a single 6i site, if
it hops between two 6i sites or if it forms a dumbbell state

In LaNi5 the 12n site is one of the H location sites an
recent first principle calculations identify this site as the m
favorable.18 Table II shows that the coupling parameters
the 12n site do correspond to the experimental values of
high-temperature muon site. If the muon resides at the
site it can be expected that it simultaneously occupies ne
boring sites at each side of the 6i site, as they are only 0.04
Å apart. We cannot exclude that the muon occupies then
site instead of the 6i site but the observed asymmetry ratio
1:1 suggests an equal multiplicity of both sites. On the ot
hand, the possibility exists that the low-temperature ring s
consists of both the 6m and 6k site and forms a ring of 12
sites. This contradicts the results on GdNi5 where a asymme-
try ratio of 2:1 has been observed between the 6ring site and
the 3f site. We therefore conclude the 6i site is the most
likely.

B. Muon hopping in DyNi5

Analysis with a simple exponential muon depolarizati
@Eq. ~5!# fails to describe the muon polarization sign
around 80 K as the hopping muon sees two different en
ronments during its lifetime. The average residence time
the muons at the 6ring site t ring has to be taken into accoun
Hence the TFmSR spectra taken around 80 K have be
analyzed with the following depolarisation function corr
sponding to the generalization of the model of Ref. 19:
aPX~ t !5(
j 51

mi

a6i , j exp~2l6i , j t !cos~v6i , j t !1aringH exp~2l ring8 t !cos~v ringt !

1
exp~2l6i , j t !cos~v6i , j t1um! 2 exp~2l ring8 t !cos~v ringt1um!

t ringA~l ring8 2l6i , j !
214~dv!2 J ~7!
ng

ure

e

the
ng

al
p.
rgy
he
with

l ring8 5l ring1
1

t ring
, dv5

v ring2v6i , j

2
, and

tanum5
2dv

l ring8 2l6i , j

.

For convenience the indexa for the orientation of the exter
nal field has been dropped.mi equals 2 fora5a and 1 for
a5c. Our focus in this section is the determination oft ring
because its temperature dependence will give informa
about the mechanism governing the muon hopping.

As the damping rate of the 6i site increases rapidly below
100 K and the 6i signal becomes difficult to observe, the fi
are not sensitive tot ring but mainly tol ring8 5l ring11/t ring .
n

We introducet ring8 51/l ring8 which is plotted as function of
1/T in Fig. 8. Recalling the rapid increase of the dampi
rate of the 6i site below 100 K as well as that of the 6ring site
below 30 K ~Fig. 5! we infer thatl ring

a must be small and
close to zero at 80 K. Therefore, in the high temperat
limit of the hopping region we havet ring8 5t ring . In the low-
temperature limitl ring8 →l ring as the residence time at th
ring site exceeds the time of themSR experiment.

The solid line in Fig. 8 describes the residence time of
muon at the 6ring site as function of temperature assumi
multiphonon induced muon tunneling to the 6i site. Mul-
tiphonon processes equalize for an extremely short time~of
the order of 10213 s) the local energy levels of the potenti
well where the muon is localized and where it likes to jum
When this occurs the muon can tunnel through the ene
barrier between the two sites. Within the framework of t
small polaron theory20,21
3-6
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t ring5
\

J2
A4EakBT

p
expS Ea

kBTD , ~8!

whereEa is the coincidence energy needed to equalize
energy levels of both potential wells andJ the tunneling
matrix element ~Fermi’s golden rule!. We get Ea /kB
5400(20) K andJ50.21(7) meV. If the minimum damp
ing rate of the ring site equals 1ms21 instead of zero, a
reduction in bothEa andJ of a few percent is obtained.

A comparison of these values with the results obtained
GdNi5 @Ea /kB5272(10) K and J50.11(2) meV, dotted
line in Fig. 8# is given in Fig. 9. The potential well of the 6i
site is deeper with respect to the 6ring site than the potentia
well at the 3f site is. In this figure we have assumed that t
6ring environment is similar in both compounds. This is n
necessarily the case. The tunneling matrix elementJ is larger

FIG. 8. t ring8 51/l ring8 as deduced with Eq.~7! from the spectra
taken in the transition region. At high temperature (60 K,T
,80 K) l ring'0 andt ring5t ring8 . At lower temperature the critica
slowing down of the Dy moments dominates (l ring51/t ring8 ). The
full line is the result of a fit with Eq.~8!, Ea /kB5400 ~20! K and
J50.21~7! meV. For comparison the residence time at the 6ring site
in GdNi5 is shown with a dashed line.
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in DyNi5 consistent with the smaller distance between 6ring
and 6i site (2.07 Å) compared to the distance between 6ring
and 3f site (2.39 Å).

C. Muon sites in RNi5

For TbNi5 a spontaneous precession frequency of 7
MHz has been reported at 4.2 K.11 In the latter compound the
Tb moments show planar ferromagnetism with moments
7.9mB along thea axis. We deduceAdip

aa1Acon520.850.
Comparing this with DyNi5 and taking into account that th
coupling of the muon spin at the 6ring site with the rare earth
moments is isotropic in theaā plane, it is reasonable to
suggest that the 6ring site is also occupied at low temperatu
in TbNi5.

In paramagnetic LaNi5 ~Ref. 9! the 3f site has been re
ported as the location site of the muon. We note that thei
site as the most preferred site cannot be excluded for
following reason. The experimentally observed value for
depolarization due to the nuclear moments equals 0.10~2!
MHz whereas we calculate for the 6i ~1/2,0,0.21! site a value
of 0.097 MHz. For the 3f site this is 0.105 MHz. The lattice
parameters as listed in Table I have been used in this ca
lation.

Also in ErNi5 the 3f site has been reported as the mo
likely muon location site.8 Crystal field effects are prominen
in this compound and the determination of the muon site
been ambiguous. Therefore, when looking for a system
trend in muon location behavior in Sec. V, we focus
PrNi5 , DyNi5, and GdNi5.

V. DISCUSSION

In PrNi5 the muon localizes at the 6i ~1/2,0,0.21! site and
the 6ring site is not observed (T.4 K).10 It is remarkable
that going from Gd- to Dy- to PrNi5 the stable muon site
moves from 3f to 6i ~1/2,0,0.1! to 6i ~1/2,0,0.21!. We note
that if the 12n site is the preferred site in DyNi5, this results
in a similar trend. This trend does not follow the lattice p
rameters nor is it correlated to the charge of the nucleus
low
y

n

FIG. 9. Impression of the muon potential wells in GdNi5 and DyNi5. The 6ring site has been observed in both compounds at
temperature whereas the 3f and 6i sites are the stable sites in both compounds, respectively. From themSR spectra the coincidence energ
Ea and the tunneling matrix elementJ have been deduced leading to the energy level scheme at low temperature~a! and the coincidence
configuration~b!. The distance between 6ring and 6i equals 2.07 Å and the distance between 6ring and 3f equals 2.39 Å. Note that the muo
deforms the lattice locally thereby creating a self-trapped state. At~a! the muon is localized at the 6ring site. At ~b! the tunneling transition
from 6ring to 6i or 3f can occur. After this tunneling process the muon becomes self-trapped at the 6i or 3f and the energy difference
between the 6ring and 6i or 3f is much larger thanEa preventing muon transport in the opposite direction.
3-7
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FIG. 10. Possible mechanism
for the variation of muon sites in
RNi5. Here we assume the elec
tron density at the 6ring site is con-
stant. Due to a minimum in em
bedding energy~b! there is an
optimum electron density for
muon localizationnopt ~Ref. 23!. A
lowering of the electron density
around the 3f site ~a! below nopt

shifts the preferred muon site t
the 6i site ~c!. The reduced dis-
tance and reduced energy barri
between 6ring and 6i ~1/2,0,0.21!
in PrNi5 prevent the muon from
localizing at the first site. The dif-
ference in electron density
through theRNi5 series has been
exaggerated in~a! for clarity of
the figure.~d! shows the path se
out along the horizontal axis of~a!
and ~b!.
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can be seen in Table I. The fact that either the 6i or 3f site
are observed in similar compounds seems to suggest tha
undisturbed surroundings of the 3f site are similar to a po-
tential lake, it is nearly flat and without deep minima. Sm
differences can make the muon localize at either the 3f or 6i
site. We note that the 6i ~1/2,0,0.1! site has maximum dis
tance to its nearest Ni neighbors. For the 3f site the in plane
Ni neighbors are closer whereas for the 6i ~1/2,0,0.21! site
the ~1/2,0,1/2! Ni atom is closest.

The 6ring site is not observed in PrNi5 and this could have
two origins. Either the environment of the 6ring is such that
the muon does not become trapped or alternatively the t
sition from the 6ring to the 6i ~1/2,0,0.21! site is too fast to be
observed and a small coincidence energy and/or large tun
ing matrix element is expected. To give an idea of the qu
tities involved, we estimate from Eq.~8! with t ring
,0.01ms andT54 K that Ea /kB,75 K for J5100 meV
andEa /kB,26 K for J50.2 meV.

An optimum electron density has been calculated fo
proton embedded in an electron gas with an homogene
electron density.22 This theory depends on the charge of t
proton only and a muon is expected to behave simila
Generally, for muons in metallic hosts, the electron den
exceeds this optimum and the muon prefers the interst
site with the lowest electron density.23 The shift in muon
location site from 3f to 6i can be understood if the electro
density at the 3f site in DyNi5 is lower than the optimum
electron density. In this case the optimum could be found
beside the 3f site, i.e., at the 6i site. The higher coincidenc
energy also hints to an increase in stability for the 6i site.
The variety in muon sites in isostructural compounds
large3 and if the electron density in these lattices var
around an optimum value, a change in host atoms or lat
parameters could readily alter the most favorable interst
site for the muon. A comparison of GdNi5 and YNi5 with
01430
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various other Gd and Y-Ni compounds suggest indeed
the density of states~DOS! at the Fermi level is a minimum
for RNi5.24

The change inz coordinate of the stable muon site fro
0.21 to 0.1 to 0 in the Pr-Dy-GdNi5 series suggests som
form of a structural development or mechanism that infl
ences the muon location site beyond hole size and sim
electronic configuration considerations. The prediction
muon sites has been a difficult task in the past and this st
certainly confirms this. At the moment we can only specul
and notice that there seems to be a correlation between
magnetic moment of the Ni atoms and the reduction inz
coordinate of the muon location site~see Table I!. The con-
tribution of the Ni 3d electrons to the DOS at the Fermi lev
is substantial in PrNi5 ~Ref. 25 and 26! and therefore it is
expected that these electrons play an important role in
muon localization. In contrast to this the rare earth 4f elec-
trons are typically localized within the electron cloud su
rounding the rare earth nucleus. A recent magnetic circu
dichroism study on GdNi5 and TbNi5 shows a strong influ-
ence of the rare earth magnetic moment on the NiK edge in
the dichroic spectra27 confirming the Ni moment is induced
by the rare earth moments. This moment induction is
pected to follow the de Gennes scaling and is largest
GdNi5. Clearly, this phenomenon takes place below the m
netic ordering temperature whereas the muon location ex
at room temperature and there is no static moment on the
atoms in this temperature regime. However it is a meas
for the interaction between the 4f and 3d electrons and this
study seems to suggest that interaction between these
trons is of significance for the muon localization, even
room temperature. Recent calculations on a cluster res
bling RNi5 also shows a strong interaction between the
3d orbit and theR 4 f orbit.28 A comparison of electronic
band structure calculations for the variousRNi5 compounds
3-8
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would be interesting but to our knowledge such calculatio
have not been performed.

In Fig. 10 we summarize a possible explanation for
muon location behavior in Pr-, Dy-, and GdNi5. A diminish-
ing interaction between theR-4 f and Ni-3d electrons re-
duces the local electron density around the 3f site and causes
the optimum electron density for muon localization and th
the preferred muon site, to move from the center to thei
sites. The smaller distance and reduced energy barrier
tween the 6ring and the 6i site in PrNi5 prevents the muon
becoming trapped at the former site. From Fig. 10~b! and the
difference inEa ~Fig. 9! we estimate that a change in ele
tron density of about 20% is needed to explain the chang
muon site. In the case the electron density is not near
optimum electron density but at higher values, a change
about 0.5 to 1 % explains the difference inEa .

The DOS of the 3d electrons in PrNi5 ~Ref. 25! has been
measured, but there are no detailed studies of the otherRNi5.
Recent calculations show a sharp high DOS of the 3d elec-
trons at the Fermi level inRNi5

28 but this is in contrast with
the previous mentioned experimental results. Band struc
calculations for YNi5 , LaNi5, and CeNi5 ~Ref. 29! show that
there is an increase in the DOS at the Fermi level when
lattice constant decreases along this series.

Recent first principles calculations of hydrogen absorpt
in LaNi5 ~Ref. 18! show progress in predicting the preferre
site for the hydrogen. In a double unit cell the atoms
allowed to relax and it is shown that this is a significa
criteria for H localization. The authors emphasize the imp
tance of the Ni-H bond and the significance of the dista
between the Ni and H. It confirms the Ni 3d electrons play a
major role in the electronic structure of La2Ni10H. It would
be interesting to include the 4f electrons in this calculation
see if it predicts a change of the stable site towards thef
site with rare earth substitution.

In PrNi5 an influence of the muon on the crystal fie
surrounding the neighboring Pr atoms has been observed10 It
y,
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manifests itself in a deviation of the linear relation betwe
the Knight Shift and the bulk susceptibility since the loc
susceptibility at the muon site is altered. In DyNi5 we do not
observe these effects. The crystal field levels of the Dy
are all doublets8 and remain doublets under the distortion
the muon. Possibly the distance between the crystal fi
levels and their eigenfunctions change but the effect on
susceptibility is small. The crystal field levels in PrNi5 are
singlets and doublets, of which some of the latter loose th
degeneracy due to the muon presence. In this case the e
of the muon on its surroundings is significant enough to
observed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have determined the muon sites
DyNi5. At low temperature the muon occupies both the 6ring
site and the 6i ~1/2,0,0.1! site. The first site is metastable. A
low temperature the muon remains at the 6ring site during its
lifetime and at higher temperature it only occupies thei
site. In the temperature region in between (60 K,80 K) we
clearly observe that the muon hops from the 6ring to the 6i
site during its lifetime. We have determined the mean li
time at the 6ring site and analyzed its temperature depende
with multiphonon assisted tunneling@Ea /kB5400(20) K
andJ50.21 ~7! meV#.

A comparison of the muon hopping in GdNi5 and DyNi5
gives insight in localization behavior and a assessmen
coincidence energies suggests that the 6i site in DyNi5 is
more favorable than the 3f site in GdNi5. The large variety
in reported muon sites can be understood if the electron d
sity at the Fermi level is relatively low in these materials a
close to the optimum value for muon localization. In th
case small changes in electronic structure can have larg
fects on the muon location behavior. An additional factor
the muon location behavior is possibly the interaction b
tween the rare earth 4f and the Ni 3d electrons which might
increase the 3d electron density at the Fermi level.
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